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1. Introduction 

At present, rural geography is a melting pot of options, dominant or secondary, 

that coexist in the study of rural spaces, which is also projected in the orientations of the 

rural global (Woods, 2007). Since the sociocultural turn, rural geography has been domi-

nated by minor theory, where the rural locality is a locus for processes of social change 

between locals and newcomers. In this context, smart and novelty villages are two fo-

cuses of growing and renewing geographic attention in recent years (Paniagua, 2020; 

Zhang & Zhang, 2020). 

This contribution argues that the new rural materiality of smart and novelty villag-

es is a hybrid and inclusive route of study of material histories and sociocultural stories 

in rural environments, which allows amalgamating the life of people in the core of new 

material artifacts in the analysis of, renew spatial process of rural areas in the world. 

Places and peoples are governed by processes and flows, which generate fluid materials. 

Initially, the rural houses could be considered fixed materialities governed by the dialec-

tic and the structural geography that generates opposite geographies. But, the histories 

of houses and the stories of houses of the smart and novelty villages perform better with 

the relational postmodern geography, which combines forms, culture and dwelling. In 

renovated traditional houses there is a tension or a dialectic between external renovation 

versus internal renovation, between the urban style with/and the old structure. 

2. Stories and/or histories of novelty and smart experimental materialities and lives 

Since the beginning of the 2000s, the study of heterogeneous realities and the hy-

bridization processes of multiple geographic realities have been a permanent concern in 

human and rural geography. In this theoretical context, it is possible to situate the indi-

vidual and community experience in the processes of loss, recovery and transformation 

of agrarian or rural realities towards smart and novelty villages. 

In the context of rural geography, materiality can be a notable way of studying new 

smart and novelty spatial processes with a socio-material expression through micro en-

counters (Paniagua, 2022, 2023). Traditionally, the study of rural houses is framed main-

ly in rural politics or plans, through housing provision in a dialectic people-houses rela-

tionship. In particular, in the remote rural areas the houses of smart and novelty villages 

are key for new population. 

In the process of change from traditional society to postmodern societies, smart ma-

terials are malleable fluids. Classic contributions to rural studies put houses provision 

and house transformation as a central theme. In the context of the socio-economic trans-

formation processes of rural areas and the arrival of new social groups. The need for 

housing and the transformation of traditional houses were linked in the geographical 

perspective of political-economy. Materiality is relevant in the renewal of the social mi-

cro composition of smart rural communities, since it suggests styles of social recomposi-
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tion around processes of social inclusion or exclusion that acquire their plasticity in the 

forms of new smart and novelty materialities. 

The encounter with the smart and novelty rural material suggests different tempo-

ralities and spatialities in the form of histories and stories of intimate encounters. 

Through human/material experimentality, smart artifacts are reproduced and reinvent-

ed over time as individual elements in a field of material heterogeneous networks in the 

form of affective materialism (Lu & Qian, 2020). In this sense, smart small settlements 

constitute novelty hybrid forms of heterogeneous realities with different levels of exper-

imental relations, or as suggested by Harvey (2016) there are 'formed totalities' that 

dominate the construction and dissolution processes of the place, where the intimate 

culture or the 'sweetness of the place'. 

The smart and novelty materialities can be positioned in the current rural global 

debate as they are artifacts that can appear adaptively and fluidly in the transformation 

processes of the global south and north. The global nature of novelty and smart materi-

als acquires multiple nuances in local materials. Smart and novelty villages would be 

elastic and malleable realities with a scalar dimension, which suggest renew social prac-

tices that aim to meet new social needs, which are formalized in place and have infinite 

but differentiated nuances in particular and individual experimental processes (Deleuze, 

1994; Massey, 2005). A paradigmatic case is the rural walled villages in southern China 

and Hong Kong, traditionally defensive constructions that are now multi-ethnic refu-

gees (Ng, 2023). The emblematic traditional ruralities are sites of representation or places 

with crisis of representation, new sites of others, where life, time and discourse of the 

others are written. 
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